GROUPS OF PEOPLE
- Living together:
  - community
  - society
  - tribes
  - population
- Other groups:
  - troops
  - league
  - members
  - audience
  - gang

GENERAL WORDS
- Groups:
  - series
  - mass
  - categories
- Events:
  - situation
  - experience
  - conditions

EVENTS
- conference
- assembly
- ceremony
- crisis
- disaster
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Groups & events (4-5)
Word-family map

commune's
communes
communed
communing

community center
community college
community service
community theater
communal eating

commune

community
communities
community's
communism
communist
communion
communal
communally
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Groups & events (4-5)
Word-family map

- society's societies
- high society
- historical society
- polite society
- cashless society

society

- sociology
- sociologist
- sociological
- sociologically
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Making & building (4-5)
Word-family map

assemble

- assembles
- assembled
- assembling

school assembly
assembly line

assembly
assemblies

disassembly
disassemble
disassembles
disassembled
disassembling
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Groups & events (4-5)
Multiple-meaning-word map

Even though the friends walked fifty **leagues** a day, and accomplished in three days what it would take others six weeks to do, they still had seven mountains to cross before they stood at the forest gate. *(Do or die)*

**an old unit of distance - about three miles (n)**

As the narrator tells us, by his own reckoning and that of everyone else they were supposed to be thirty-five **leagues**, about a hundred miles, from land. *(The Longitude Prize)*

**a group of sports teams that play against each other (n)**

**league**

A group called the Human Rights **League** is challenging the ban. *(Burkini law on nice beach)*

Wilson convinced the major European countries to create the world group. It was called the **League of Nations**. *(Candidate’s health)*

The boys lived just far enough apart not to attend the same schools, but close enough to compete in the same **leagues** in baseball, football, and basketball. *(When winning took a backseat)*
Making & building (4-5)
Multiple-meaning-word map

I knew from **experience** that big waves often came in twos and threes. *(The seventh man)*

The things that have happened in your life to make you who you are (n)

knowledge or skill gained by studying or practicing (n)

The comic book store said he didn't have enough **experience**. "But how can I get **experience**," Tommy asked, "if nobody will give me a job?!" *(A kid in a candy store)*

Scientists use their **experience** and knowledge about wind, clouds, temperature, and air pressure to forecast, or predict, the weather. *(Being a scientist)*

something that happens to you (n), or to have something happen to you (v)

The injury Anne **experienced** isn't unusual for young female athletes. *(Twist and shout)*

Board the bus that will take you back to the Community Center, where you will be able to talk with other volunteers and share your **experiences**. *(Volunteer day)*
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